**DROP SOME WEIGHT**

**CARRY LIGHT™ TRIPOD VISE**

- Reversible, double-sided, bow tie jaws offer 15% extra value versus purchase of a second jaw set.
- Padded handle at balance point helps with lifting and carrying.
- Sides on folding tray keep tools and parts safe from falling or rolling off.
- Lightweight aluminum legs for portability make this tripod vise about 30% lighter than competitive models.
- Sturdy due in part to the overlapping hinges on the lower tray and the adjustable tray clamp.

**Capacity**

- 1/8” – 6” nom. Plastic Pipe (10-178 mm)
- 1/8” – 2” nom. Steel Conduit (10-51 mm)

*Carried 20 times per week at 15 less pounds = 15,600 less pounds hauled annually*